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1. General outline/Abstract
Summary
Significant wind energy generation potential exists in regions where the mean wind speed is large. Of
these regions forecasts are only useful where there is significant inter-annual variability in wind speed.
However useful seasonal forecasts of wind generation potential can only be made where there is both
large mean and variability, and skill in wind prediction.
Seasonal climate models provide wind forecasts in the form of seasonal averages of 10m winds. To
naively use this average value to directly calculate the potential wind energy is flawed, due to several
reasons:
-

A seasonal average masks subseasonal variability. Due to the nonlinear relationship between
wind power and wind speed, this cannot be ignored.

-

Daily wind speed masks diurnal variability. Furthermore a turbine cannot operate constantly;
below a threshold wind it will not turn, and above a higher threshold it powers down to prevent
mechanical damage.

-

Turbines are generally higher than 10m, due to the increase in wind speed with height 10m
winds must be scaled up.

-

Wind power is related to air density, which is in turn related to temperature. Diurnal and
subseasonal variations in temperature affect the calculation of wind power. Seasonal forecasts
of temperature also have the potential to provide extra predictability for wind energy.

These factors are explored here, and a consideration of these factors has led to the creation of impact
surfaces: a tool to visualize the wind energy generation potential in ‘climate space’.

2. Description
2.1

Introduction

2.1.1

Decisions made by the wind energy sector

Significant wind energy production is only worthwhile if average wind speeds are relatively large. Not
all of these regions could use forecasts: where there is low inter-annual variability then a forecast is
unnecessary.
For regions with a high mean and high inter-annual variability, the question arises: how might the wind
energy sector use a forecast to make a decision? Or to frame the question differently, which decisions
are currently (or not yet) made by organizations connected to wind power generation that could be
influenced by a forecast?
Several potential applications and users of wind energy forecasts have been identified:
•

Planning maintenance of turbines: with knowledge of an upcoming drought in power
generation, maintenance can be planned so to minimize the loss of generation caused by an
extended period of non-operation.
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•

Electricity grid management: knowing a drought or flood in energy is upcoming may help
energy companies better manage their supply to and demand from clients.

•

Insurance/reinsurance: with variable power generation comes risks, individual wind farm
owners can insure against these risks. On a higher level, the insurance companies can reinsure their policies with wind farm owners, reducing their exposure to risk. Having a skilful
forecast can help set prices of premiums, stabilizing capital flow.

•

Renewable energy project Operations & Maintenance: Monthly, seasonal and annual forecasts
can be used to prepare for medium-term variability in energy generation, and plan for
maintenance works during optimal weather windows. This is particularly relevant to the
offshore wind industry where there are high overhead costs for the use of marine vessels.

•

Wind and solar developers: Monthly, seasonal and annual forecasts can be used to plan
project timeframes and manage the risk of penalties due to weather delays.

•

Resource assessment service providers: Medium-term resource forecasts 1-3 months ahead
can extend and complement current short-term weather forecasting services. Climate forecasts
from Global Climate Models can also be used to improve the data that is required to drive
Mesoscale Models already used within the renewable energy resource assessment industry.

•

Grid operators: Monthly, seasonal and annual forecasts for wind and solar energy can be used
to plan the energy balance and its distribution within a given region. They can also help to
manage the risk of financial penalties due to incorrect energy forecasts e.g. following
unforeseen weather events that significantly affect wind and solar energy production. Interannual and decadal forecasts can be used to plan the design of the grid, and identify points
that may require reinforcement due to future wind or solar resource variability over a given
region.

•

Energy traders: Monthly, seasonal and annual forecasts for wind and solar energy can be used
to prepare for volatility in the energy markets. They can also help to manage the risk of
financial penalties due to incorrect energy forecasts e.g. following unforeseen weather events
that significantly affect wind and solar energy production.

•

Renewable energy investors: Inter-annual and decadal forecasts can be used at site
assessment stage to assess the risk of future resource variability. Such robust risk
management information which is currently not available can be used to facilitate credit and
strengthen investments.

•

Policy makers: Inter-annual and decadal forecasts can be used to assess the risk of future
wind and solar resource variability and volatility on energy strategies. Such robust risk
management information which is currently not available can be used to strengthen renewable
energy policy and investment decisions.

2.1.2

Useful indices for the wind energy sector

Direct forecasts of expected power generation are useful to the industry. However there may be more
sophisticated metrics more relevant to user decisions. One such metric is the percentage of time
expected to be out of action due to wind speeds above kick-out speed (25ms-1). This is considered in
the analysis below. There may be other metrics such as extreme lows/highs (droughts/floods) in power
production (intensity and duration), or the wind power production at peak energy demand times of the
day/probability of low power and high temperatures or vice versa: with user-forecast provider dialogue
these should be identified, and the potential for their prediction investigated.
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2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Relating meteorological variables to wind
The potential power generated by a wind turbine can be described by the following equation:

P=

1
Aρ v 3
2
,

where A is the swept out by the blades of a turbine (m2), ρ is air density (kgm3) and v is the horizontal
wind speed (ms-2). Air density can be related to temperature via an equation related to the ideal gas
law:

ρ=

p
RT ,

where p is surface pressure (Pa), R is the ideal gas constant (287Jkg-1K-1) and T is temperature (K).
Combining these two equations gives a formula for wind energy density, D:

pv3
D=P/A=
2RT .
The units of D are Wm-2, which describes the power produced per unit area swept out by turbine
blades. Hereafter D is expressed in kWm-2.
Pressure is variable, however at the surface has a mean of around 105Pa. There is potential
predictability if seasonal variations in pressure could be well predicted, however from a back-of-theenvelope calculation these are small compared to the mean pressure, so hereafter p is taken as a
constant of 105Pa.
There are also further corrections to make, based on coefficient of performance of turbines, but these
are model specific and are not considered here.
2.2.2 Study regions
Where there is both a high mean and high inter-annual variability in wind speed a forecast may be
useful; giving advance warning of droughts/floods of energy or indicating above-normal risk of turbine
downtime. However seasonal prediction skill is variable over space and time, and there are some
regions and seasons for which skillful forecasts can be made, and others for which forecasts show no
skill.
With these factors in mind, several regions have been selected for study, either for their interest to the
wind energy sector, or because models show seasonal prediction skill for them (Doblas-Reyes,
personal communication). The regions and seasons are:
I.

North Sea DJF

II.

East Brazil JJA

III.

North Brazil DJF

IV.

Indonesia JJA

V.

South China Sea DJF
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A map of the regions is shown below

Figure 1: Regions used in this study

2.2.3

Incorporating subseasonal variability

To investigate the role of subseasonal variability in the estimation of potential wind energy density,
multiple seasonal time-series of wind speed and temperature were used. Wind energy density and
percentage of time above kick out speed was calculated for each day, and subsequently averages
taken over the 90-day season (for regions and seasons mentioned above).
The data used for this purpose was the 20th Century reanalysis 1871-2010 (Compo et al., 2011). This
gives a sample size of 140 separate seasons, which for each region is inflated by the number of grid
points within that region (N.B. there is a spatial correlation between points within each domain, though
this will not negatively affect the results – at worst taking multiple grid points is only a slight increase in
sample size).
For these 140 x N(grid point) time-series, averages of the power density can be made, along with an
average fraction of time over the season spent above kick out speeds (assuming a Rayleigh
distribution for the diurnal wind speed variability, and a power law scaling with height to 100m as
described below). Each point is naturally associated with a corresponding seasonal average wind
speed, a seasonal average temperature, and a value representing the subseasonal variability in wind
speeds (the standard deviation of wind speed across the season is taken to represent this).
The impact variable (that is, average seasonal power density or fraction of time above kick out) can
then be plotted in climate space. Here this is done for average wind speed vs. average temperature
and average wind speed vs. subseasonal variability in wind speed.
It is entirely possible to repeat this process for any impact of ones choosing defining climate space
according to appropriate seasonal average climate variables.
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2.3

Results

2.3.1

Mapping 10m winds to 100m winds using the wind profile power law

Wind increases with height, and under neutral stability conditions is described by the wind profile
power law
α

u z
= 
ur  z r 

,

where u is the horizontal wind speed and z is vertical height. The ur indicates speed at a reference
height zr , whilst alpha is an empirically derived constant. For dry air over land alpha is 1/7 (0.143),
and over a deep or shallow ocean is 0.110 ± 0.03 (Hsu et al. 1994).
To convert from 10m wind to 100m wind speed (roughly the height of a wind turbine), the relationship
reduces to

u100m = u10m ×10α .
This is plotted below, for values of alpha for land and the range of values over ocean.

Figure 2: The relationship between 100m and 10m winds according to the wind profile power law.

A wind of 20m/s at 10m converts to 27.8m/s at 100m over land, and to 25.7 ± 0.02 over land. The
discrepancy between these values is considered close enough to use a single value of alpha, 0.143,
so hereafter the conversion applied is
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u100m =1.39 × u10m .
Over a rough surface, or for non-neutral stability conditions the log wind profile is more accurate

uz


u*   z − d 
ln 
 + ψ (z, z0 , L)
κ   z0 
,

however this requires a location specific estimation of ψ, and is not explored further here. Suffice to
say, the uncertainty in the estimation of speed at 100m due to non-neutral stability and rough surface
conditions is an unquantified uncertainty and it is not clear if it is sufficiently large to affect estimates of
wind energy.
It may be interesting to explore this question, by deriving an empirical range of ‘equivalent α’, valid to
estimate 100m from 10m heights, for:
•

the expected range of non-neutral atmospheric stability conditions

•

the expected range of surface roughness conditions.

This could then be used to map 10m wind speeds into an ensemble of 100m speeds, quantifying the
‘height mapping uncertainty’ into potential energy generation calculations. This is not explored further
here, but could be an interesting experiment to carry out for someone with the motivation! It could
possibly impact on the results, if it turns out that assuming non-neutral stability is not valid.
2.3.2

Using the Rayleigh distribution to model the implications of diurnal variability in wind
speed (including operating range)

The wind shows diurnal variability, such that the range of winds experienced at a site is broader than
the daily mean wind speed. This has implications for power generation (due to the cubed term in the
wind power equation), and for the amount of turbine downtime.
For instance the downtime during a day of mean wind speed 24ms-1 is significantly different if one
assumes variability – a large part of the day will be spent with the turbine off (above 25ms-1), at
speeds that would generate the largest power.
The diurnal variation in wind can be modelled as a Rayleigh distribution, which is a simple case of the
Weibull distribution, with shape parameter k=2. The frequency distribution of this distribution is
described by

f (x) =

x

σ

2

e

−x

2

2σ 2

,

with σ describing the shape of the curve. This shape of this distribution is shown in figure 3 for a range
of sigma.
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Figure 3: Rayleigh distribution (from Wikimedia Commons)

The mean of the distribution is

µ =σ

2

π

which is roughly

µ = 0.8σ ,
and the variance of the distribution is

4−π 
Var = σ 2 

 2 ,
giving a relationship between the variance and the mean as

4 
Var =  −1 µ 2
π 
which is equal to

Var = 0.43µ 2 .
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The diurnal variation is therefore proportional to the square of the daily mean, as such days of higher
wind speed will have a higher variance.
Assuming a Rayleigh distribution, it is possible to calculate the relationship between expected hours of
operation and daily mean wind speed, by looking at the range of time below kick-in speed and above
kick-out for a range of sigma. This is shown in figure 4.

Figure 4: Expected operating hours of a wind turbine, assuming a Rayleigh distribution for diurnal
variability of wind speed

As expected, for very high and very low mean wind speeds most of the day is spent out of action,
whilst there is a peak in maximum operating hours, around a daily mean of 12ms-1.
It is then possible to calculate the expected power density as a function of the daily mean, taking into
account the diurnal variation and the operating limitations. This is done by weighting the power density
over all wind speeds using a Rayleigh distribution (setting the frequency to zero for speeds
below/above kick in/out), then plotting this against the daily mean according to that sigma.
This is shown in figure 5, for a range of temperatures (-20, 10 and 400C: selected as being
representative of the range of temperatures at which a wind turbine can operate). Also plotted is the
‘ideal’ power density curve, assuming a turbine is able to operate at all wind speeds, as well as the
power density curve without taking into account diurnal variability or turbine operating range.
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Figure 5: Expected power density as a function of daily mean wind speed and at a range of temperature,
assuming a Rayleigh distribution for diurnal variation in wind speed

As expected, taking into account the operating range reduces the expected power output beyond that
expected by assuming no diurnal variability: this discrepancy increases for daily mean speeds
approaching and beyond kick out speed. This is again expected, as a turbine will spend more these
offline. There is little difference at low speeds due to non-functionality below kick-in speeds; the reason
being that the power that could be generated at these very low wind speeds is insignificant compared
to that generated above these speeds.
Also apparent from this graph is the fact that diurnal variability is vital to accurately measure power;
when only taking into account operating speeds and not diurnal variability (using the mean wind speed
to calculate power density directly, without a Rayleigh distribution), the estimated power density is
significantly lower – following this assumption would lead one to think that no power could be
generated on a day with a mean with wind speed above 25ms-1, which this is clearly not the case as
much of the day would still generate power, whilst wind speed is below kick-out.
2.3.3

Making an impact surface for wind energy

Impact surfaces are shown below for each of the regions in turn: for power density and kick-out
fraction (hereafter KOF). Each impact surface is plotted in mean wind/mean temperature space and in
mean wind/standard deviation of wind space.
Also plotted is the climatology density in climate space, i.e. the number of points in the sample with the
corresponding seasonal average climate values.
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I.

North Sea DJF
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Figure 6: Impact surfaces for the North Sea, in mean wind/mean temp space (left) and in mean wind/sd
wind space (right). Top row: expected power, middle row: % of season in above kick out, bottom row:
climatology density

For the North Sea there is not much variation in power density or KOF due to temperature. Most
variation comes from the mean wind speed: at low and high ends of the distribution there is an
increased chance of low power generation for the season. For low mean wind speeds this is due to
the wind too weak to generate much power, and for high mean wind speeds this is due to speeds
increasingly reaching kick out speed and above (see the corresponding kick out fraction diagram.
Subseasonal variability in wind speed does seem to have a large effect on power density, in that for
seasons with higher variability, the expected power generated is much lower than those where there is
little variation within the season. This is initially surprising, considering the plot for KOF showing that
variations in subseasonal variability of wind speed do not affect KOF. Considering this further, an
explanation for this is as follows.
For seasons of low variability, some fraction of each day will be spent above kick out, and every day
will generate roughly the same power density. When there is high variability, some days will spend
much more of the day above kick out and others will spend much less time above kick out. It seems
(from the KOF at least) that these opposing contributions to KOF cancel each other out, so a season
of high variability has the same average KOF than a season of low variability.
On the other hand, the low wind speed days will generate much lower power density (because of the
cubed term in the equation), whilst the high wind speed days will not compensate for this, since they
spend more time above kick out. These two factors add, so that high variability seasons (at least at
these mean wind speeds) have much lower power generation potential.
This is significant, as it suggests that a skilful forecast of mean wind speed and of subseasonal
variation in wind speed are important for a seasonal forecast of power density in the North Sea region.
Furthermore it is apparent from the climate density plot, the most populated region in climate space
occupies the exact region of high gradients in the power density plot.
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II.

East Brazil JJA
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Figure 7: Impact surfaces for East Brazil JJA, in mean wind/mean temp space (left) and in mean wind/sd
wind space (right). Top row: expected power, middle row: % of season in above kick out, bottom row:
climatology density

Results for East Brazil JJA are similar as to the North Sea, in that temperature provides little
predictability, for power generation or for kick out speed.
There is also a similar result regarding standard deviation of wind speed, with maximum power
generated with subseasonal variability is lowest. However this effect is not as pronounced as for the
North Sea. Considering the climatology density it seems that most predictability of power density
comes from prediction of the mean seasonal wind speed, which it is positively correlated with.
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III.

North Brazil DJF
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Figure 8: Impact surfaces for East Brazil JJA, in mean wind/mean temp space (left) and in mean wind/sd
wind space (right). Top row: expected power, middle row: % of season in above kick out, bottom row:
climatology density

For North Brazil temperature has an effect on power density, mores for seasons with high wind
speeds. This is within the region of maximum climate density, so may provide predictability (though the
difference between high and low temperature seasons is small, around 0.1kW/m2). There is also a
relationship between subseasonal wind speed variability and power density, again with a maximum for
seasons with the lowest variability.
Kick out fraction is slightly dependent on subseasonal variability of wind speed, though this effect is
small compared to the dependence on mean wind speed.

IV.

Indonesia JJA
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Figure 9: Impact surfaces for Indonesia JJA, in mean wind/mean temp space (left) and in mean wind/sd
wind space (right). Top row: expected power, middle row: % of season in above kick out, bottom row:
climatology density

There is a similar story here: mean wind is the largest predictor, particularly across the densest part of
climate space. There is an effect from subseasonal variation in wind speed and a small effect from
temperature at high wind mean speeds, though this is a sparsely populated area of climatology.
V.

South China Sea DJF
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Figure 10: Impact surfaces for the North Sea, in mean wind/mean temp space (left) and in mean
wind/sd wind space (right). Top row: expected power, middle row: % of season in above kick
out, bottom row: climatology density
For the South China Sea, there is low power density for the highest and lowest wind speeds (like the
North Sea).
There is also an effect from temperature, though in mean wind/temperature space the climatology is
quite peaked, and the temperature effect across this region is not strong.
There is a large effect from the subseasonal variability; this is potentially useful for forecasting since
the climatology is quite spread across the subseasonal variability axis.
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2.3.4

PDFs

Probability density functions for all regions are plotted below in figures 11-16, for power density, kick
out fraction and also a joint pdf for both variables. By applying a seasonal forecast ensemble to an
impact surface and calculating the pdf for the enclosed space, a forecast pdf could be easily imposed
onto these pdfs.
All regions share some characteristics. Most of the power density pdfs show zero frequency above
around 2.1kW/m2, suggesting that according to the model developed here it is not possible to generate
more than this value of power density; to do so would require power generation at higher speeds,
which is limited by kick out. It would be interesting to see if this value applies in the real world.
Above 30-40% of the season above kick out, the power density shows a strong (negative) linear
relationship with power density, as might be expected.
PDFs for power generation in the Brazilian regions are quite narrow, suggesting forecasts may be less
useful here?
Indonesia shows a bivariate distribution – either low or high power, not much in between. This may
indicate either a forecast could be very useful here, or that there is some effect from the location
choice. My suspicion is the latter, since the region contains about half and half land/sea points.

Figure 11: PDFs for the North Sea, Power density, kick out fraction, and joint pdf (left-right)

Figure 12: PDFs for East Brazil
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Figure 13: PDFs for North Brazil

Figure 14: PDFs for Indonesia

Figure 15: PDFs for South China Sea
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3. Conclusions
Main results
•

Diurnal variability and operating speeds must be taken into account when estimating wind
energy generation potential – kick out is a severe limitation on the potential to generate energy
from wind.

•

Mean seasonal wind speed tends to be the largest predictor of power density, followed by
subseasonal variability in wind speed and then temperature (at high mean wind speeds)

Region specific results:
•

Subseasonal variation of wind and mean wind speed both give predictability in power density
in the North Sea region. Power density is inversely proportional to subseasonal variability of
wind speed, whilst lowest power is generated for seasons with both the highest and the lowest
mean wind speeds.

•

For East Brazil JJA most predictability of power density comes from mean wind speed, which is
highest for seasons with a high seasonal average, and lowest for low seasons. Small effect of
subseasonal wind speed variability, and no temperature effect.

•

For North Brazil DJF most predictability comes from the mean wind speed, and there is a slight
effect of temperature, particularly for higher wind speeds (where the climatology is densest). A
seasonal prediction of mean wind and of average temperature could both provide predictability
of mean power density.

•

Indonesia JJA: mean wind speed largest predictor, with some predictability from both
subseasonal variation in wind speed, and mean temperature, for seasons of high mean wind
speed.

•

South China Sea DJF: mean wind speed largest predictor, with some predictability from both
subseasonal variation in wind speed, and mean temperature, for seasons of high mean wind
speed.

Unfinished work, future directions for research
•

Look to see if there is skill in prediction of subseasonal wind variability (particularly in the North
Sea: see figure 6 and the associated discussion)

•

Model validation (because this is essentially a model: the Rayleigh distribution plus the hubheight correction plus the energy equation).

•

For instance is it possible to generate more than 2.1kW/m2, with a cut-out of 25m/s? This
model suggests not (see the pdfs from figure 11-16).

•

Put a forecast onto the impact surface (requires bias correction, variability calibration – taking
into account cross-correlation between wind and temperature)

•

Consider alternative metrics the wind sector might like

•

Re-plot impact surfaces with alternative reanalysis

•

Take into account diurnal variation in temperature (would be location specific, my suspicion is
that predictability due to this will be minor)

•

Investigate the effect on power estimate calculations of the hub height uncertainty.
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